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CableMod Cable Combs
(4-28 Slot) - Blue

$0.00
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Short Description
System builds no doubt always involve many cables that just do not seem to stay neat and organized. Enter
CableMod Cable Combs. These little gems will easily clip onto your PSU cables and space each wire perfectly
so the system looks professionally built and organized. A new rig is just not complete unless wire
management is under control and with the CableMod combs you are one easy step to solving this problem!
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Description
System builds no doubt always involve many cables that just do not seem to stay neat and organized. Enter
CableMod Cable Combs. These little gems will easily clip onto your PSU cables and space each wire perfectly
so the system looks professionally built and organized. A new rig is just not complete unless wire
management is under control and with the CableMod combs you are one easy step to solving this problem!
CableMod offers cable comb sizes for their new popular PSU replacement sets, There are slot sizes made for
every cable in the kit. **Please note that there are THREE sizes. Choose correctly using guideline list below,
Sizes A, B and C!**
**ATTENTION! CableMod® brand PRO ModMesh Series cable sets have their own special combs provided in the packages.
NONE of the existing CableMod® cable combs are compatible with these new cable sets, so please keep that in mind when
ordering the PRO ModMesh Series cables. We cannot be held responsible if you order combs erroneously, attempt to install
them, and end up breaking them on these new cable sets.**

Cable Comb Slots Offerings:
4pin (Molex Cables)
5pin (SATA Cables)
6pin (VGA Cables)
8pin (VGA and ATX/EPS Cables)
8+8pin(Side by Side Dual VGA cables)
8+6pin(Side by Side Dual VGA cables)
24pin (CableMod Motherboard Corsair SE Series Replacement cable Sets)
26pin (CableMod Motherboard EVGA E-Series Replacement Cable Sets only)
28pin (CableMod Motherboard Seasonic SE-Series Replacement Cable Sets only)
Cable Comb Colors Offerings:
Clear
Black
White
Red
Blue
Green
Orange
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Additional Information
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Brand

CableMod

SKU

CM-CC-BL

Weight

0.0010

Color

Blue

Wire Management Type

Comb

Material

Acrylic
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